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Figure ].--Scatte r .cQart of individual production 
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Figure 2.-Productio trends of livestock in South Dakota - ~ 
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-· I Figure 4.-Production trends of the four main grain crops in South 
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Figure 5 --Price t r ends of t he f 0ur main grain crops 
in Sout h 18kota - 1920-1932 (1925 ~~ 00%) 
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' Figure 7. Price trends of miscellaneous crops in 
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. Figure 8. Annual and trend production Bn;d annual 
average price of hogs in South Dakota 
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Figure 9.-Divisions of the state by' the Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates 
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Figure 10 .-Annua.1 and trend ,production and annual D ifl 
average pr~ce of cattle in South Dakota 
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Figure E. . --Annual and trend production of dairy 
cattle and annual average prices 
of butter i n South Dakota. 1920 1953 
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Figure 12. Annual and trend pr duction of poultry 
and annual average prices of p -ultry 
and eggs in South Dakota. 1920-lv55 
(1925 100%) 
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Annual and tre~d production of sheep and 
annual average prices of lambs and wool in 
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Figure 14. -Annual and trend pr duction and annual !ffll 
average prices of wheat in So th Dakota- · 
1920-1955 ~ (1925 100%) 
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Figure 15. -Annual and trend production and annual 
average prices of corn in South Dakota. 
1920-1955 (1925 - 10 %) 
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Figure 16.--Annual and trend production and annual 
average prices of flax in South Dakota. 
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' Figure 17. Annual and trend producti on and annual 
average prices or barley in South Dakota. 
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Annual and trend production and annual 
average prices of oats in South Dakota. 
1920-1955 1925 - 100%) 
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Figure 19. Annual and trend producti on and annual 
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Figure 20.-Annual and trend production and annual 
average prices of alfalfa hay i n South 
Dakota. 1920-1955 ~ {1925~100%) 
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Figure 21.--Annual and trend production and annual I 
average prices of rye in South Dakota. 
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